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ACTUALITY OF GUNFIRE 

 

URRY: Gunfire in Nigeria.  A troubled country with many 

shootings.  Not the sort of place you’d want to equip with even more firearms.  But last 

month a British arms trader was jailed for organising a massive shipment of guns and 

ammunition to Nigeria. 

  

SPRAGUE: We are talking about enough weaponry to equip a 

small army and the types of weaponry that we see in the hands of people that use them to 

commit atrocities every single day.  To this day there will be questions asked about where 

exactly those weapons ended up. 

 

URRY: The UK prides itself on tough controls at home and 

abroad, but cases we’ve looked at call into question how well they function.  We’ve found 

out the jailed arms dealer had been supplying guns to British police forces whilst he was 

under criminal investigation.  And why was a man wanted for trial in America allowed to 

keep his UK licence to sell prohibited weapons?  Has the Government been too slow to act 

against those under a cloud of suspicion?  Tonight, File on 4 investigates the murky world of 

arms trading. 
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SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

WOMAN: It was early in the morning, I heard a great bang.  I got 

up, looked out of the front windows and saw two police vans and a car, and it was obviously 

a gun shot from the police. 

 

URRY: February 2011 in a quiet, respectable street at Pinner, 

North West London.  Residents were awakened to the sound of shots. 

 

WOMAN: It looked as though they’d shot at the tyre and then 

they hustled the man into the police car or van and drove off.  It was quite a shock. 

 

ACTUALITY IN PINNER 

 

URRY: Armed officers had ambushed a local man as he drove 

from the other end of this road, where he lived in a big detached house.  It was the kind of 

operation usually associated only with terrorists or the country’s most serious and dangerous 

criminals. But this suspect was neither.  The Metropolitan Police were co-operating with  

American law enforcement against a gun manufacturer and dealer who lived here, but is 

wanted in the United States on smuggling charges.  

He’s Guy Savage, who had run a successful weapons business called Sabre Defence 

Industries in the UK. 

 

EXTRACT FROM YOUTUBE VIDEO 

 

PRESENTER: What you’re holding is a finely tuned masterpiece.  We 

custom build our key elements in-house.  With great success in the European market, owner 

Guy Savage turned his vision to the US. 

 

URRY: Sabre also had a facility in Nashville, Tennessee and 

got lucrative contracts from the American Department of Defense for manufacturing, 

amongst other things, M16 rifles and .50 calibre machine gun barrels.  According to Brandon 

Gee, a reporter on local newspaper, The Tennessean, Sabre was doing well. 
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GEE: It started out as a small gun manufacturer in 1978 and 

then Savage purchased the company out of bankruptcy in 2002 and guided its massive 

growth, fuelled by military contracts.  According to the court filings, their Department of 

Defense contracts totalled between $74 million and $120 million. As far as federal 

contractors in Nashville go, they were in the top ten. 

 

URRY: Despite that, the US authorities accuse Guy Savage and 

four senior Sabre employees of conspiracy in a prolonged smuggling operation. Court 

documents allege this was going on for six years, between 2003 and 2009. They accuse  

Mr Savage of, amongst other matters, sending gun components used in the manufacture of 

automatic weapons to England, without applying for an export licence.  

 

GEE: He’s accused of using false bottoms in shipping 

containers to conceal items that he was shipping between Nashville and London; he’s 

accused of forging the shipping documents; he’s accused of finding both employees and 

regulators who were willing to turn a blind eye so that he could get the parts and the firearms 

where he needed them to sell them. He wrote to some of his executives in Nashville, he wrote 

that, “This Iraq situation has companies banging on our door for M16s because we are the 

only supplier outside the US since the State Department has a lump of granite up their asses 

with exporting machine guns to anywhere.”  Later on in that email he says, “I am not 

prepared to have bureaucrats in another country tell me how to run my business in the UK, 

which is, incidentally, their only reliable ally on the planet.” 

 

URRY: The Deputy District Attorney for Tennessee,  

John Webb, says these are serious charges. 

 

WEBB: The United States takes very seriously the export of 

munitions outside the United States.  The reason for the regulations is to make sure that the 

United States Government knows where the weapons that it’s shipping will terminate.  It is a 

concern of the United States Government that weapons not fall into the wrong hands, but go 

to those individuals that the United States has agreed to provide those weapons to or sell to. 

It’s very important that we know where those weapons end up. 
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URRY: The four co-accused in the States have all pleaded 

guilty, but Guy Savage strenuously denies the charges and is fighting extradition.  We wrote 

to him asking for an interview, but he declined.  However, through a friend we were told  

Mr Savage was a legitimate dealer who didn’t do anything wrong. The Home Secretary 

approved the extradition request, but Mr Savage has appealed that decision.  In fact it’s the 

Home Office which has authorised Guy Savage to trade in prohibited weapons such as 

automatic rifles.  But the approval applies only within the UK and is known as a Section 5 

licence. The issuing of those is considered to be of such significance and responsibility that 

they’re actually authorised by the Home Secretary.  Police assess applications for a Section 5, 

usually through the local force where the person is based.  Andy Marsh, a Deputy Chief 

Constable in Hampshire, who speaks for the Association of Chief Police Officers on firearms, 

says they carry out rigorous and extensive checks. 

 

MARSH: They need to be a fit and proper person so they have 

got to pass all sorts of vetting tests, so I wouldn’t expect them to have any convictions.  I 

would expect them to be of good character and not involved in any disputes, violence, 

antisocial behaviour, that sort of thing. 

 

URRY: Do you take into account intelligence reports and 

things like that? 

 

MARSH: We take into account information in the widest sense, 

so we will also conduct a check with our counter-terrorism systems, which are obviously 

secret.  But actually people don’t have to be convicted if there’s intelligence they’re dealing 

in crime, if there’s a failed prosecution.  On balance, I can take a view as the chief police 

officer making the decision, and this is a decision made in each force, that actually that 

person is not going to have a Section 5 licence.  That’s a decision I make very very 

frequently. 

 

URRY: The District Attorney’s office in Tennessee confirmed 

they’d told the British authorities in 2009 about the allegations Guy Savage faced in America.  

But his Section 5 wasn’t revoked until 2011.  And further inquiries by this programme reveal 

he has previously been found guilty of firearms offences. They go back to March 1995, when 
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URRY cont: he was found guilty of five counts - three for selling 

prohibited rifles and two for possession of a prohibited rifle. These are offences contrary to 

Section 5 of the Firearms Act.  Mr Savage was given a two year conditional discharge. 

Communicating through his friend, we were told in view of the lenient sentence, he doesn’t 

consider himself an offender.  But Andy Marsh of ACPO says the bar is high for those who 

wish to have Government authorisation to trade in such weapons.  

 

MARSH: I do require people who are putting themselves forward 

to be registered firearms dealers, let alone Section 5 permit holders, to be of the best possible 

integrity, the highest possible standards and professionalism and naturally I would exercise 

very great caution over issuing a licence for a dealership or a Section 5 to anyone who had 

convictions, let alone convictions for firearms-related offences. 

 

URRY: There is a man now wanted in the United States who 

has had Section 5 licence here in the UK despite having several previous convictions for the 

illegal possession and sale of prohibited firearms. 

 

MARSH: Each and every decision is a decision that’s made by 

the local police chief or their delegated authority, so it is very difficult for me to comment in 

detail on the specific cases, and also the other thing just to be cautious of is that these 

decisions, if they were made many years ago, may have been made in a different context with 

different advice and guidance. And I can tell you now that today I would strongly be of the 

view that people with those convictions shouldn’t be registered firearms dealers. 

 

URRY: We wanted to interview a minister about this but no-

one would appear in our programme.  We were told by the Home Office they wouldn’t 

comment at all about the case because of the on-going extradition process. There’s no 

shortage of rules when it comes to firearms trading at home and abroad. Exporting arms or 

brokering foreign deals is also highly regulated by the British authorities.  But in a case 

which concluded last month with a long jail sentence for another arms dealer, it’s clear why 

there’s such emphasis on checking where the weapons are sent. 
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PRINGLE: It’s certainly the largest deal that I have come across 

and it’s one of the top cases that I have seen.  There is no getting away from the quantity of 

the arms. 

 

URRY: The man behind that deal was Gary Hyde, a 43 year 

old from Yorkshire.  Hyde built a successful firearms business, employing up to twenty 

people at any one time. He was regarded by many as respectable and honest.  But Elspeth 

Pringle, a specialist lawyer for the Crown Prosecution Service, says he was acting illegally. 

 

PRINGLE: He was brokering or arranging a deal between China 

and Nigeria for the supply of a large quantity of weapons and ammunition. He was involved 

in dealing with supply dates, quantities, prices - generally acting as the middleman between 

the two third parties. 

 

URRY: So what were these weapons, what were these guns? 

 

PRINGLE: Forty thousand AK47 assault rifles, thirty thousand 

further assault rifles, ten thousand 9mm pistols and thirty-two million rounds of ammunition. 

The assorted rounds of ammunition alone would have taken up thirty-seven containers worth 

of equipment shipped. 

 

URRY: Vast amounts, and a big logistics exercise too? 

 

PRINGLE: It must have been, yes. 

 

URRY: Hyde should have applied for a licence to handle such 

an arrangement, but he didn’t. There was conflict and instability in Nigeria and the 

surrounding region at the time, so it’s highly unlikely he would have been allowed one.  

 

ACTUALITY OUTSIDE SOUTHWARK CROWN COURT 

 

URRY: It was here at Southwark Crown Court just before 

Christmas that Hyde was sentenced to seven years imprisonment for his role in organising 

this vast consignment.  File on 4 was in court that day to hear the judge call it ‘a sustained 
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URRY cont: and deceitful flouting of the law.’  He said his sentence 

needed to be a deterrent, because the equipment he traded was lethal.  Hyde had been paid 

almost £1 million to broker the deal, and stashed some of the profits in a secret bank account 

in Lichtenstein, out of view of the British tax authorities. That was money laundering as well 

as tax evasion.  But although he’s now behind bars, the deal he brokered remains cause for 

concern.  File on 4 can reveal that the weapons shipment has disappeared into a black hole. 

The assumption is the order was for the Nigerian Government’s security forces, but according 

to British investigators, the Nigerians won’t provide any information about the matter at all, 

so it’s not clear where the guns went - a situation which worries Oliver Sprague at Amnesty 

International. 

 

SPRAGUE: To this day there will be questions asked about where 

exactly those weapons ended up, and we are talking about enough weaponry to equip a small 

army, and the types of weaponry that we see in the hands of people that use them to commit 

atrocities every single day. 

 

URRY: All the people we have spoken to cannot tell us 

definitively where those weapons have gone. 

 

SPRAGUE: This is precisely the reason why a UK export licence is 

required for these types of deals, so that the authorities can check whether there is a 

reasonable likelihood that those weapons will facilitate human rights violations, so they will 

look at the record of the police forces in Nigeria and they will look at the prospect that it 

could be diverted into neighbouring conflicts, and for all these reasons it would be my 

contention that – and I think the judge in Gary Hyde’s case referred to this – I think it is 

highly unlikely that the UK Government would have granted an export licence for the 

brokering of eighty thousand assault rifles and thirty-two million rounds of ammunition into 

Nigeria at that particular time. 

 

URRY: It’s the Government’s Export Control Organisation 

which issues licences for the trafficking and brokering of arms abroad, after making 

assessments about the types of weapons and whether any sanctions are in force on the export 

destination. The whole idea is to stop them falling into the wrong hands so that they can’t be 

used for repression or human rights violations.  But it’s a system which lacks transparency. 
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URRY cont: The Government doesn’t publish a list of who’s got 

what export licences and there’s no routine tracking of shipments around the world to prevent 

diversion. Once a Section 5 permit has been granted, there’s too little scrutiny of a dealer’s 

business affairs, according to Hugh Griffiths at the Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute. 

 

GRIFFITHS: The problem is the vetting process.  The vetting is done 

on their behaviour in Britain.  If they have been arrested for a serious offence, they will not 

get the licence, but the Home Office sets down no criteria for what they do abroad.  There is 

no investigation into offshore bank accounts, for example, there is no investigation into the 

activities of their shell companies, so essentially the information that could be exploited by 

the Home Office is not currently exploited, and that means that you have some very dodgy 

individuals in the UK today who are still in possession of a Section 5 licence. And if, like 

Hyde, if they keep their noses clean in the UK and dirty themselves abroad, you know, the 

Home Office isn’t going to look into that.  So the dynamics and the system is not tilted in 

favour of proper investigative work. 

 

URRY: Evidence for that comes from North Yorkshire Police, 

who told File on 4 they tried to find out more about the investigation into Hyde’s Nigeria 

deal.  They made repeated requests for details to HMRC investigators, but were denied 

information.  They wouldn’t be interviewed for this programme, but their head of firearms 

licensing said in a statement: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: North Yorkshire Police became aware of an 

investigation involving Mr Hyde in 2008.  Although we were not provided with the specific 

details of the investigation, we were reassured that there were no risks to public safety 

regarding his registered firearms dealerships in North Yorkshire.   

 

URRY: We asked HMRC why they didn’t tell North Yorkshire 

more about their suspicions of Hyde.  They told us they weren’t allowed to disclose 

information without specific legal authority, and in a statement they also said: 
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READER 2 IN STUDIO: HMRC were in contact with the relevant UK domestic 

licensing authorities and a number of police forces from as early as July 2008, alerting them 

to the nature of the on-going investigation. 

 

URRY: But their statement didn’t specifically address the 

question about information sharing with North Yorkshire.  What we’ve been able to establish 

is that Hyde’s Section 5 was never revoked.  Instead the Home Office allowed it to lapse in 

2011 when it came up for renewal.  But that was three years after North Yorkshire began to 

try to assess his on-going suitability to hold such a permit, in the light of the HMRC 

investigation. We understand the Home Office wouldn’t normally consider revoking a licence 

while an investigation was being carried out because it might prejudice that investigation.  

But Deputy Chief Constable Andy Marsh of ACPO says that had the police known about his 

activities abroad, even before his conviction, it would have affected what they recommended 

to the Home Office about his Section 5. 

 

MARSH: If we had concerns that an individual was involved in 

criminal activity overseas, I would say that would have a bearing on their suitability and I 

would like to know about that information.  And actually, although you’ve given me concerns 

about this case that involved dealing overseas, you haven’t given me any reason to believe 

that it did endanger people within England and Wales.  If we are in receipt of information that 

throws over their safety, then we would revoke them.  Now you’ve given me a couple of 

examples where cases have gone wrong.  I can absolutely guarantee you that the learning 

from those has been recycled back into the system so that we can be even better next time. 

 

URRY: It feels like you need more information from the side 

that deals with export licensing. 

 

MARSH: I do regularly meet with colleagues from Revenue and 

Customs. I would expect, if any agency dealing with British citizens overseas, has 

information that has a bearing on public safety back in England and Wales, that the agencies 

would share that information. I think the public would expect us to do that. 

  

URRY: But in this case it seems officers were denied the 

information on which they could have acted.  That allowed Hyde to continue to trade guns 
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URRY cont: and ammunition legally, and we have a suspicion he’d 

even been selling to the police during the time he was under criminal investigation. 

 

ACTUALITY WITH COMPUTER 

 

URRY: We put in Freedom of Information requests to all the 

forces in England and Wales and I’m now at my computer, looking through what’s come 

back.  Northumbria Police purchased firearms, ammunition and training equipment 

from 2006 to 2010. The Leicestershire force bought firearms equipment, including baton 

rounds, between 2006 and 2012.  Greater Manchester bought what they describe as ‘items’ 

back in 2007, but told us they don’t hold records of what.  Dorset police also don’t hold 

records about specifics, but they confirmed that they were buying too.  Police in Durham 

purchased blank ammunition.  Even the Ministry of Defence were using one of his companies 

to provide rifle scopes in 2009/10.  And all this was going on while the man was suspected of 

being a criminal, suspicions which, as it turned out, were well founded.    

Again we would have liked to have interviewed a Government minister about these matters, 

but our request was refused. We were told that anyone in possession of a valid Section 5 is 

permitted to trade in weapons with those authorised to purchase or possess them.  According 

to Oliver Sprague from Amnesty International, it’s that very authorisation which gives 

dealers so much international credibility. 

 

SPRAGUE: These dealers were given a cloak of respectability by 

becoming involved in these contracts.  Sometimes broker have used that cloak of 

respectability in order to be able to get more export licences and to continue their trade, 

because if you have a UK letterhead and a UK company, everybody assumes that the UK has 

a very very strong tradition of strong export control laws and is a significant arms trader in its 

own right, and therefore any company that is a UK arms company automatically has the 

respect of other governments who wish to supply weapons to you.  In Gary Hyde’s trial, and 

there have been trials of similar individuals, it has been noted in court that these individuals 

are respected individuals because they have indeed been working for the UK Government.  

So if you are involved in, let’s say for example an illicit or at least shady arms deal, it does 

help if your company has been given this notional badge of respectability. 

 

URRY: It’s perfect cover really, isn’t it? 
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SPRAGUE:  It helps you get the necessary licences that you need. 

 

URRY: But this isn’t the first time questions have been asked 

about Gary Hyde and his arms deals. 

 

ACTUALITY IN WAREHOUSE 

 

BERBIC:  We’re actually going to see one of the weapons stored 

inside and we will ask a soldier to open the door for us. 

 

URRY: File on 4 discovered Hyde’s commercial appetite for 

assault rifles as far back as 2006 when I was in Bosnia, being shown some of the stockpiles 

of weapons, held in rudimentary warehouses, which were left over from the Balkans war. 

 

BERBIC:  It’s cold and dark, isn’t it? 

 

URRY:  Well, it’s quite large as well and there’s lots and lots of 

wooden crates here. Are these mainly small arms? 

 

BERBIC:  Yes, these are mainly small arms up to let’s say 

something like 62mm calibre, infantry … 

 

URRY: Humanitarian organisations were working to 

decommission these weapons. But the NATO stabilisation force in Bosnia and its European 

successor wanted to send some to equip the emerging security forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, 

who are being trained by the West. They enlisted the help of private organisations to deal 

with the complex logistics. But suspicions began to mount that weapons had gone astray, in 

some cases even falling into enemy hands. Military audit trails were incomplete. But at the 

Stabilisation Force’s headquarters in Sarajevo, Major Erwin Kauer kept meticulous records, 

and they showed a huge consignment had been sent to a British company in the north of 

England. 
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KAUER: We are talking about 11,400 pieces of automatic rifles, 

that means to say AK47, yes?  And 355 pieces of light machine guns below 9mm calibre, 

yeah?  Then there’s another shipment in June – 8,558 pieces of automatic rifle and 100 pieces 

of light machine guns. 

 

URRY: What would a Yorkshire gun dealer want to do with 

such weapons? They turned out to be part of a series of complex deals involving Gary Hyde 

and other companies he was involved with, which saw the importation into the UK of at least 

seventy thousand weapons, and they clearly weren’t destined for the domestic market. In 

2006, he wouldn’t answer our questions about the Bosnian guns, insisting only that he had 

proper UK authorisation to import them. And there our trail went cold. But other 

organisations which track arms movements began to look more closely into the Balkans deal. 

They included Amnesty International’s Oliver Sprague. 

 

SPRAGUE: At the time it was the largest consignment of assault 

rifles ever imported into the UK, and that shipment of seventy thousand into the UK still 

today raises concerns to us about where those weapons ended up.  We raised it in Parliament, 

what happened to the seventy thousand weapons, what were the controls in place?  There was 

a parliamentary investigation into that.  We submitted evidence, we spoke directly to 

Customs officers, we spoke directly to export licensing officials, but nobody really really 

knows exactly what happened. 

 

URRY: Following his prison sentence, Lincolnshire Police 

have applied to the courts to destroy thousands of weapons at a storage facility in their 

county, used by Hyde. Where have those come from? What File on 4 has discovered is that 

he had access to other stockpiles elsewhere, left over from the Soviet era. 

 

STANLEY: The Foreign Office decided that it would fund a visit 

by the Committee on Arms Export Control to the Ukraine, so that the Ukrainian authorities 

could hear directly from us how parliamentary scrutiny of arms exports took place in the UK. 
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URRY: Sir John Stanley is the Conservative MP who chairs the 

committee on arms export controls. In 2009 he was part of a delegation to Kiev advising the 

Ukrainians about their surplus Soviet weapons.  Ukraine’s Deputy Foreign Minister had some 

key information that took the delegation by surprise. 

 

STANLEY: He had with him a list of UK arms brokers that were 

active in the Ukraine in dealing with the Ukrainian surplus weaponry.  And of course, we 

pricked up our ears and I think it was I who actually said, ‘Can we have the list?’ - not 

expecting we would get it - and he very kindly handed it over to us and we brought it back to 

the UK. 

 

URRY: When that list was produced, what was the reaction of 

Foreign Office officials? 

 

STANLEY: I would say that they visibly blanched. 

 

URRY: Because these people weren’t known to the British 

authorities, were they? 

 

STANLEY: The British authorities appeared to have no knowledge 

or sight of this list yes. 

   

URRY: The end destinations written on the list included places 

of serious concern, such as Colonel Gaddafi’s Libya, and conflict zones like Rwanda, Uganda 

and Sri Lanka.  The information was so troubling that, when it was reported by the 

Committee to the then Foreign Secretary, David Miliband, he ordered an investigation. 

 

STANLEY: What happened was, the Foreign Secretary came back 

at our request with details of the companies, and those companies showed that eight of them 

were known to the British authorities and were approved by the Export Control Organisation 

in the Business Department and the other four were not, and they were what are called ‘brass 

plate companies’ – basically businesses not of substance inside the UK.  
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URRY: The issue of concern on that list was that there were 

weapons going to destinations of concern, weren’t there? Sri Lanka .... 

 

STANLEY: That is correct, yes. 

 

URRY: ... and other places where you’d be very reluctant to 

give a licence unless it was very specific conditions. 

 

STANLEY: That is correct, yes.  The list didn’t merely comprise 

the list of the twelve UK brokers, it also provided information on the end use countries, and 

that showed countries that the UK would not have sold weapons to. 

 

URRY: So what exactly has been checked out? The Foreign 

Secretary asked Committee members to keep the company names on the list secret, for fear of 

tipping off anyone who may come under investigation. Now Gary Hyde’s been jailed for 

other offences, we can reveal that one of his companies was named on it, importing weapons 

into the UK.  What were these weapons and where did they end up? The Arms Export 

Control Committee wasn’t told. So we asked the Foreign Office and the Department of 

Business, Innovation and Skills, which between them have oversight of arms trafficking to 

tell us. They passed us on to HMRC, who didn’t answer our questions about Hyde’s 

Ukrainian deal. We asked David Miliband, the former Foreign Secretary to be interviewed, 

but he declined. What is clear is that Gary Hyde traded many thousands of military weapons 

from at least 2006, when he bought from Bosnian stockpiles, to the revelations in 2009 that 

he’d also had access to Soviet guns via Ukraine, yet it seems no-one can say for sure where 

all those weapons went.  According to humanitarian organisations who’ve been trying to 

track his businesses affairs, he’s been under a cloud of suspicion for years. So why has it 

taken so long to put him before the courts?  Peter Milroy, Assistant Director of HMRC 

Criminal Investigations, says it’s painstaking work to build a criminal case.   

We did a programme back in 2006 which discovered that he had imported significant 

quantities, many tens of thousands of AK47s, and his reputation at that time was certainly 

tarnished.  So why’s it taken till 2012 to actually put him away? 
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MILROY: It is one thing to have a tarnished reputation, quite 

another thing to gather evidence and present to a court that a man has broken the law.  This is 

an extremely difficult area to investigate, the nature of the business, third country to third 

country, the fact that money perhaps never touches the United Kingdom, the profit of these 

deals, the fact that it is clandestine and involves a series of perhaps shell companies and 

shadowy individuals all make this a very difficult area to investigate. 

 

URRY: But who is it who’s auditing a person like this?  Given 

the sort of trade he’s in, shouldn’t there be some way of getting a handle on him as a business 

and as a person to ensure that what he’s doing is fair and above board? 

 

MILROY: Yes, but I suspect that if you actually looked at those 

records, which are there to be examined, they won’t give you any clue as to what dealings he 

has got that are illegal.  They will only show the public face that he wishes to display. 

Because Mr Hyde had been dealing for some time as a legitimate arms broker and had 

applied for all of the appropriate licences and had made numbers of deals around the world in 

that way.  When those deals take place, he built his credibility as a man who you can deal 

with in this area. 

 

URRY: And he wasn’t the only one. According to the list from 

Kiev which File on 4 has seen, there’s another UK dealer whose company had been doing 

significant business with the Ukrainians. The paperwork shows Imperial Defence Services 

Limited did nine separate deals for import into the UK and a further seven for export to 

America. Imperial was run by a man called Michael Ranger, a 67 year old from 

Hertfordshire. 

 

MILROY: Mr Ranger has been in the arms business for in excess 

of thirty years and he is a very well-known and established arms dealer, and of course over 

thirty years he has been involved in numbers of deals, which have built his credibility in the 

same way as Mr Hyde, he is a well-known, top level dealer. 

 

URRY: And, just like Gary Hyde, he’s also been jailed. Again 

it’s not for his Ukrainian deals.  He was convicted last year for trying to sell one of the 

world’s most potent portable weapons systems. 
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MILROY: He was trying to broker a deal which was surface to air 

missiles from North Korea to Azerbaijan.  Rocket launchers, in a sense, which you often see 

on television.  They are a significant piece of military equipment. 

 

URRY: These are the sorts of weapons that there is concern 

about terrorists getting hold of to shoot down airliners, these are the sort of weapons that’s 

concern that the Taliban might get hold of to shoot down coalition helicopters? 

 

MILROY: They are exactly those sort of weapons, they pose a 

significant threat. 

 

URRY: There’s been a big drive by the international 

community to stop the proliferation of these missiles because they are so portable and yet 

capable of bringing down aircraft.  In 2010, Ranger began his attempt to buy more than 

seventy from a clandestine source in North Korea.  But a year later, British Customs 

investigators, under Peter Milroy, made their move. 

 

MILROY: We arrested Mr Ranger on his return to the United 

Kingdom from a business trip.  We searched his premises and uplifted various 

documents. The key documents concerned included correspondence, for example, in relation 

to chartering of an aircraft to move the weapons to Azerbaijan. 

 

URRY: So all that was in place and ready to go, was it? 

 

MILROY: Certainly the deal had been quite advanced.  He had 

met with various Government officials.  The evidence suggests that he was taken around in 

limousines and so forth.   What he tried to do to distance himself from the deal was to set up a 

company in Hong Kong.  When we actually looked at the background, what we actually 

found was that the director of this company was his girlfriend and that he, Mr Ranger, we felt 

was pulling the strings.  What he was trying to do was circumnavigate UK law in relation to 

deals such as this. 

 

URRY: He knew what he was up to? 
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MILROY: He did know what he was up to, clearly. 

 

URRY: Luckily it fell through because Ranger and his North 

Korean contact couldn’t agree terms for the missiles. But in a separate deal he was also trying 

to illegally sell the Azerbaijanis a hundred thousand Beretta pistols, sourced directly from the 

manufacturer.  Ranger was jailed for three and half years on two counts relating to breaches 

of export control regulations.  And now, some of the complex system of oversight is under 

review. ACPO’s Andy Marsh has been examining domestic licensing procedures. He wants 

to see changes.  

 

MARSH: First and foremost I need to make sure that our 

processes of licensing are as tight as a drum within England and Wales, so in terms of what I 

am going to do closest to home, I am working very closely with forces in England and Wales 

to make sure that we exercise our responsibilities to vet applicants for Section 5 permits and 

dealerships, that we put in place a rigorous inspection regime that actually holds them to 

account to do what they’re meant to, to stop the wrong people getting guns, and thirdly, if we 

have any information that casts doubt over that integrity of those individuals, that we will 

without hesitation take those weapons into lawful possession and revoke those licences, or 

indeed, in the case of a Section 5, that we ask the Home Office to revoke those licences.  

What I have proposed is some additional guidance that the Home Office will issue in 

rewriting their guidance, it’s being done at the moment actually. 

 

URRY: For organisations like Amnesty International, which 

campaigns for better arms control worldwide, there’s a need to go further. Oliver Sprague 

argues that the cases of Hyde and Ranger show domestic controls need to be more closely 

tied up with the export system. 

   

SPRAGUE: I think you can see a pattern, not just in the UK, but 

globally, that these individuals are very, very skilled at exploiting deficiencies in the systems 

designed to regulate the movement of guns.  So in the UK I do think it means that greater 

effort has to be put into making sure that all bits of the process speak to each other and talk to 

each other, so we have an integrated import/export system, we have an integrated firearms 

registration and certification process, and that all those systems talk to each other, so very 

quickly you can tell who has what guns, where they are being sold to, which licences have 
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SPRAGUE cont: been applied for and, under those licences, what 

weapons have been moved and when.  At the moment it is incredibly difficult to do that, and 

when it becomes difficult, that is when trouble is likely to happen. 

 

URRY: The Parliamentary Committee on Arms Export 

Controls has been calling for a new register to be set up for those brokering abroad, but so far 

Government has rejected that idea. For the chairman, Sir John Stanley, it’s vital to learn from 

the sorts of cases we’ve featured in this programme. 

 

STANLEY: There are no grounds for complacency and we must be 

continually searching for ways in which we can try to eradicate criminal activity in this area.  

And so you have to ask yourself, how can you deal with the very, very small minority who 

are committing criminal offences?  And here, our committees very regularly are seeking from 

the Government answers as to whether in particular cases there are lessons to be learned 

which would involve tightening up either procedures or legislation on arms export control, 

and we are doing some of those lessons learned exercises right now. 

 

URRY: And those cases that I know you have raised in 

Parliament, in those cases even the police were unsighted about some of the activities of these 

people, despite the fact that they are responsible for patrolling their UK regulation and their 

UK licences. 

 

STANLEY: My view would be that if the police require access to 

information, they should have that access, but that is a matter you need to pursue with the 

Home Office and with the police. 

 

URRY: Would it be better to have a more joined-up system 

then where the two sides of this complex oversight actually work better together? 

 

STANLEY: There are two quite different functions.  One is the 

supervision of arms exports out of the UK.  The other area, like who should be allowed to 

possess a firearm in the UK, that is a domestic security issue and that is dealt with by the 

Home Office and the police, so I think it is quite reasonable for there to be two separate 
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STANLEY cont: systems, because they are performing two quite 

different functions.  But where it is necessary to have an exchange of information with the 

police, that should be done, most certainly. 

 

URRY: The evidence we’ve heard in this programme shows 

that’s not routinely happening.  Once again, we wanted to question ministers about the 

lessons of these cases, but no-one from the Home Office or the Department for Business, 

Innovation and Skills was prepared to take part. All the Home Office would say, by way of a 

statement, was that the UK has some of the toughest gun laws in the world and the authority 

to deal in firearms is only granted in limited circumstances subject to stringent conditions.  If 

these conditions are breached, the statement went on, we will revoke this authority to ensure 

that public safety is not put at risk. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE  

 

 


